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Abstract— Non-Nested Generalized Exemplars (NNGE) is a
state of the art data mining algorithm which uses distance
between a new example and a set of exemplars for classification.
The State Extraction Method (STEM) preprocesses power system
Wide Area Measurement System (WAMS) data to reduce data
size while maintaining critical patterns. Together NNGE+STEM
make an effective Event and Intrusion Detection System (EIDS)
which can effectively classify power system events and cyber-
attacks in real time. This paper documents the results of
two experiments in which NNGE+STEM was used to classify
cyber power contingency, control action, and cyber-attack events.
Experimental results show that NNGE+STEM achieved greater
than 94 and 97% accuracy for multiclass and binary class classi-
fication. Additionally, the NNGE+STEM false positive rate was
below 0.5%, the average classification time was 0.2 milliseconds,
and the classifier had low memory requirements.

Index Terms— Data mining, Machine Learning, Cybersecurity,
Power Systems

I. INTRODUCTION

S ITUATIONAL awareness plays a vital role to take

timely and appropriate responses during power system

disturbances and abnormal conditions. Quick and informed

responses have significant impacts on power system reliability

and security [1]. The ability of an operator or automated

response system to take control actions during abnormal power

system operating conditions largely depends upon the accurate

assessment of events. State Extraction Method (STEM) pre-

processing and Non-Nested Generalized Exemplars (NNGE)

classification has the ability to classify a wide variety of power

system and cyber-attack scenarios with very high accuracy in

real time. Precise classification of power system events makes

countermeasures to correct severe scenarios such as cascading

failures and voltage collapse possible. Current practices for

power system event detection are insufficient to identify a

wide variety of natural disturbances and cyber-attacks. These

natural events and cyber-attacks can impact small regions and

also create cascading failures and affect large areas if not

detected and isolated properly. The current state of the art has

limitations and there is no advanced situational awareness tool

to identify cyber-attacks and other power system events that
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foresees impending catastrophic cascading failures. Traditional

methods based on complex mathematical calculations are slow

and sometimes do not converge to a solution which in the

past was one of the causes of large blackouts. Data driven

approaches, machine learning, and data mining techniques, on

the other hand, can complement or replace the existing meth-

ods used in control centers. Data obtained from synchrophasor

based Wide Area Measurement Systems (WAMS) can be com-

bined with other asynchronous data sources to create Event

and Intrusion Detection Systems (EIDS) to classify cyber-

power events. An EIDS is a system that detects and classifies

power system contingencies, disturbances, and cyber-attacks

with high accuracy, low false positive rates, fast classification

times, and requires low memory usage.

Data mining is a useful tool to analyze power system data

to discover patterns. Machine learning algorithms including

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [2][3], Decision Trees (DT)

[4][5], and rule based classifiers have been extensively used in

power system applications [6]. Most of them are based on the

classical batch processing approach. One of the shortcomings

of batch processing is that the data needs to be in memory to

train the model. These algorithms may require more memory

than available. Hence, batch processing algorithms do not

scale well if the dataset is very large [7] such as in the

case with power system WAMS data. However, STEM can

be used to preprocess power system WAMS data to reduce

data size while maintaining critical patterns. Using raw WAMS

data without preprocessing can cause rules or decision trees

created to grow significantly, especially in the case of a multi-

class classification problem. The large number of rules can

be memory intensive and consequently increase the time to

classify events. In the case of WAMS, where the volume,

velocity, and variety of datasets are high, the classifier must

have the capability to generalize rules and decision trees in

such a way that it does not suffer from poor accuracy, slow

speed, and memory issues. An EIDS for cyber-physical power

systems should be able to detect or classify a wide variety of

power system faults, disturbances, control actions, and cyber-

attacks, and have very high classification accuracy, low false

positive rate, and classify events faster than the synchrophasor

data rate. Additionally, the EIDS should be able to handle

large volumes of WAMS heterogeneous data, and should have

minimal memory usage to enable the use of classical data

mining algorithms that can be run on commodity personal

computers. A literature search of similar machine learning

studies found reported classification accuracies between 90
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to 100% [21][16][22][28][18]. In the body of this paper,

classification accuracy, false positive rate, precision, recall, and

F-measure are compared between the NNGE+STEM EIDS

and multiple other algorithms which were evaluated with the

same datasets.

The primary contribution of this paper is a novel EIDS

for cyber-physical power systems that distinguishes between

normal power system events and cyber-attacks. A secondary

contribution of this paper is development of an EIDS that han-

dles large synchronized WAMS heterogeneous datasets with

high classification accuracy, low false positive rate, and real

time performance while using commodity personal computer

hardware.

NNGE is a nearest-neighbor-like algorithm based on gener-

alized exemplars stored in memory. A nearest neighbor learner

uses distance between a new example and a set of exemplars in

memory to make a decision whether the new example belongs

to a particular class. STEM compresses observed cyber and

physical measurements into a time series of system states.

STEM provides NNGE with tuples that include observed states

in temporal order. Each tuple is an example of a specific

event or an example to be classified. The NNGE classifier

is trained to recongnize common groupings of system states

while enforcing the temporal order requirement.

Generalized exemplars are sets of examples that represent

one or more tuples in the training datasets. Generalized

exemplars are represented by a hyper-rectangle. NNGE uses

a hybrid approach that combines the concept of a distance

function and rules. The combination of these two methods

provides better classification performance than only using

instance based learning or rule induction methods. Instance

based learning methods are suitable for systems whose behav-

ior is unpredictable and rule based methods are suitable for

systems that have definitive signatures. Power systems exhibit

both types of behavior. During steady state or quasi steady

state power systems are predictable, however, there are also

periods of dynamic behavior which are less predictable. NNGE

is a hybrid approach which provides coverage of both types

of behavior. STEM is used to reduce a heterogeneous stream

of cyber power system measurements to a sequence of unique

cyber power system states. In training, STEM preprocessing

produces tuples which are state sequences associated with

known scenarios. These tuples are exemplars associated with

a scenario or class. NNGE improves these exemplars through

generalization. Generalization of exemplars reduces classi-

fication time without sacrificing accuracy [8] and enables

less memory usage and faster classification which is a very

important consideration for EIDS. In addition, the ability of

NNGE to classify multiclass scenarios, handle sequential data,

and handle missing attributes makes NNGE a suitable method

to develop a cyber-power EIDS [8].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section

II presents the literature review. Section III presents the details

of the STEM and NNGE algorithm. Section IV documents

algorithm evaluation and results. Section V provides discus-

sion on factors impacting classification, data sources, the use

of labeled training data, the effect of data loss and delay on

classification accuracy, modeling cyber-attacks for training,

circuit topology, and EIDS scalability. Finally, Section VI

provides conclusions and discusses potential future works.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Current research on applying data mining to synchrophasor

data for power system faults and disturbance classification

can be found in [9] and [10]. The K-nearest neighbor algo-

rithm was used to classify three phase faults (3LG), voltage

oscillation, and voltage sag scenarios in [9]. The algorithm

accuracy is not provided in [9]. Hoeffding Tree based stream

data mining is used in [10]. This approach was able to classify

3LG and single line to ground (SLG) faults grouped for

binary classification with greater than 90% accuracy. Both

[9] and [10] used simulated power system data and both

propose methods to mine synchrophasor data. However, both

are designed for power system measurement data only and do

not incorporate any other types of system information. By only

considering measurement data it is impossible to detect cyber-

attacks such as fault replay or command injection attacks in

which valid measurements or control commands are replayed.

Classification and regression trees (CART) have been used

to detect impending island formation in [11]. Similarly, deci-

sion trees (DT) have been used to study oscillatory and voltage

stability events and to perform a dynamic security assess-

ment using ensemble based DTs [12][13]. Various clustering

techniques were studied to identify events in utility provided

datasets [14]. In these works, only specific cases of power

systems conditions are considered, only limited synchrophasor

measurements were considered, heterogeneous data was not

used, and cyber-attack induced events were not considered.

The emergence of the smart grid, which depends heavily

on communication infrastructure, has provided many benefits,

but, also has introduced many vulnerabilities in power systems.

Many researchers have worked on different intrusion detection

systems (IDS). Network based IDS monitor network traffic

to search for artifacts of cyber-attacks. Yang et al. propose

an IDS to detect man in the middle (MITM) and denial of

service (DOS) attacks [15]. Zhang et al used a data mining

approach to identify malicious data and possible cyber-attacks

from communication traffic from different levels of networks

[16]. Network based IDS are able to detect malicious network

traffic, however, they cannot detect physical changes in a sys-

tem caused by cyber-attacks. Specification based IDS monitor

system state or projected system state and alert when the

state approaches an unsafe or disallowed state. A specification

based IDS for advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) which

tracks system state using a manually built state machine is

presented in [17]. The AMI specification based IDS works

in concept, but, does not scale well due to the required

manual construction of state machines to track states for

larger systems. Few IDS described in literature leverage power

system theories. Power flow [18] is used to detect cyber-attacks

and false data injection attacks. However, these methods are

only applicable to very limited cyber-attacks and cannot detect

a wide variety of scenarios. Heterogeneous fusion of smart grid

data has been used to develop Snort signatures for bad data

detection, password modification attacks, and denial of service

attacks against [35].
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Nearest neighbor approaches have been explored by other

researchers. Researchers at Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)

implemented instance based learning to train Hadoop to iden-

tify patterns in synchrophasor data [19]. In this case, a com-

bination of symbolic aggregate approximation and Euclidian

distance functions were used to analyze the closeness of the

archived synchrophasor data to train samples for un-damped

oscillation, sudden load shed, and islanding. This work demon-

strated the ability of an algorithm to identify patterns in data,

however, only limited scenarios were considered. In addition,

this work does not consider the use of heterogeneous data

and cyber-attack events for classification. The TVA method

also does not consider the sequential nature of power system

events.

NNGE has been tested using various data types and sizes

to evaluate the performance in terms of classification accuracy

and speed [8]. Datasets used for NNGE evaluations consist of

a wide variety of data types including continuous, nominal,

Boolean, and numeric. These datasets can be obtained from

the UCI repository [20]. NNGE has been used to test data that

are sequential in nature. NNGE was applied to Breast Cancer-

Wisconsin (BCW) datasets where samples arrive periodically

in a chronologically ordered dataset [8]. A thorough literature

search found no examples of NNGE having been applied to

the cyber-physical power system domain and cyber-physical

event detection applications.

In recent research, a fusion of synchrophasor data with

device and system logs with time synchronization was used

to explore the viability of using machine learning methods to

detect power system and cyber-attack events [21]. One percent

sampled raw heterogeneous data with minimal processing

was used to test various data mining algorithms. The test

results showed variable classification accuracy across tested

algorithms. These experiments were performed without con-

sidering the ability of algorithms to handle the sequential

nature of heterogeneous data. The NNGE method was one of

the algorithms used in the study. However, the performance

of NNGE was very poor for this work. This work attempted

to classify individual rows found in datasets which contained

thousands of temporally ordered samples related to a single

event. Such an approach does not consider the pattern of

behavior related to the event. For the work described in this

paper, the STEM algorithm was used to preprocess data for

NNGE. STEM provides an ordered list of states related to

one event. Each event is handled in its entirety rather than

considered piecemeal.

Pan et al. presented common path mining to create an IDS

which used heterogeneous data to create a hybrid intrusion

detection system capable of classifying cyber-attacks and

power system events [22]. Common path mining used the

STEM algorithm to preprocess data and then used frequent

item set mining to extract common paths associated with

specific system behaviors. A common path is a temporally

ordered list of critical states associated with a specific cyber-

attack or power system event type. Common paths were used

as signatures for classification. The algorithm performed well.

The common path mining evaluation shows some cases in

which observed behavior matched multiple event common

paths associated with different event types. In this case,

observed behaviors were classified as unknown. The NNGE

algorithm uses the concept of singles to create rules for behav-

iors which cannot be generalized. Singles enable classification

of cases which common path mining called unknown.

III. STEM AND NON-NESTED GENERALIZED EXEMPLARS

(NNGE) ALGORITHM

A. State Tracking and Extraction Method (STEM) for data

processing

The STEM algorithm takes as input raw data with both

continuous and discrete data formats. Input to the STEM algo-

rithm may come from separate streams connected to sensors

or input may come from separate files for each input attribute

or feature. STEM outputs lists of states in temporal order. The

output can be a continuous stream of states or may be sub-lists

of states associated with a particular labeled event. STEM is

designed to work with streams. Logged events have artifacts

across a period of time and across multiple sensors. For offline

analysis, a single event includes samples from each sensor for

the duration of the event. For example, typical power system

events studied for this work included 20 seconds of sensor

data. All samples across that period include the same label.

STEM converts multiple comma separate files, with columns

for each measured attribute and rows for each sample, into a

single ordered list of states and a label for each event. The

simplest algorithm to down sample data is periodic sampling.

STEM uses periodic sampling at the rate of the fastest signal.

STEM goes beyond period sampling by removing redundant

system states to achieve a high compression while maintaining

all state changes. Random sampling is another simple method

to preprocess data before data mining. Random sampling

can significantly compress the volume of data but may miss

certain state changes. STEM enables EIDS preprocessing and

classification on commodity clusters or standalone personal

computers while maintaining key state transitions needed for

accurate classification.

STEM involves five steps; (1) Collect Raw Data, (2) Merge

Raw Data, (3) Quantize data, (4) Map to nominal states, and

(5) Data Compression.

Algorithm 1: State Extraction Method (STEM) for EIDS

Preprocessing

Input: Heterogeneous raw data from system sensors

Output: Classification

Step 1: Collect Raw Data. Raw data consists of measure-

ments and time stamps. Expressions 1-3 show 3 measurements

and timestamps from 2 example sensors, s1 and s2. Each

sensor may measure a single item or multiple items and

each sensor provides a time stamp. For example, s11 denotes

the measurements from sensor s1 at timestamp 1; s21.5is a

measurement from sensor s2 for item a at timestamp 1.5, and

s12 is a measurement from sensor s1 at time stamp 2. Many

instances of raw data are needed for each scenario.

s11 = (s1a1, s1b1, . . . ,ts11) (1)

s21.5 = (s2a1.5, s2b1.5, . . . ,ts21.5
) (2)

s12 = (s1a2 , s1b2, . . . ,ts12) (3)
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Step 2: Merge Raw Data. The various sensor data must be

merged into a single stream of tuples. Since each sensor may

take measurements at different times, the merged data must

be time aligned. The highest frequency sensor is used as a

baseline. Slower rate sensor data is merged into the baseline

sensor’s log file. Measurements from slower sensors which are

between timestamps of the baseline sensor are delayed to the

next baseline sensor timestamp.

Step 3: Quantize data. Data from sensors can take many

forms; real numbers, integers, Boolean values, nominal, etc.

Data must be quantized to reduce state space. For sensors with

real and integer values data can be quantized into numbered

ranges. For example voltage and current can be quantized into

low (0), medium (1), and high (2) ranges according to two

thresholds r1 and r2. The choice of r1 and r2 requires expert

knowledge. Expression 4 provides an example quantization

mapping for measurements. q(si ) is called the quantization

interval.

q (si ) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

0 i f si ≤ r1

1 i f r1 ≤ si < r2

2 i f si ≥ r2

(4)

Step 4: Map to nominal states. A state is a set of merged and

quantized sensor measurements and a time stamp. Expression

5 shows an example state.

S j = (q(s1i ), q(s2i ), . . . , ti ) (5)

Unique states are stored in a state database. A state index,

j, is assigned for each unique state. The term S j provides a

nominal representation of a unique state.

After mapping to nominal states an instance of a scenario

can be represented in tabular form with rows of attribute

measurements and an assigned state name. The tabular repre-

sentation can also be transformed into an uncompressed list of

states without the attribute measurements. Expression 6 shows

an uncompressed list of states representing the kth instance of

scenario U.

Uk = (S0, S0, S1, S2, . . .) (6)

Step 5: Data Compression. Rows in the dataset are com-

pressed by removing rows with no change from the previous

row. A time window can be defined for comparing the rep-

etition of the states between the rows. The size of the time

windowcan be varied to achieve desired level of compression.

The result of compression is a list of states which represents

a single instance of a scenario. An instance of a scenario

can be represented in tabular form with rows of attribute

measurements and an assigned state name or transformed

into an uncompressed list of nominal states without attribute

measurements. An example list of nominal states is shown in

expression 7.

(S0, S1, S2, . . . , Sn) (7)

For this work, all input attributes were preprocessed with

the STEM algorithm. Compressed lists of nominal states with

class label were used to train the NNGE algorithm. For testing,

compressed lists of nominal states without the label were

classified by the trained NNGE model. STEM output depends

upon three major parameters: the number of attributes merged,

the attribute quantization intervals, and the time window.

B. Non-nested Generalized Exemplars (NNGE) algorithm

NNGE is an instance based classifier in which the algorithm

creates if then else like rules represented by generalized

exemplars. Generalized exemplars may be singles, in which

case the exemplar represents exactly one example from the

training database. Alternatively, generalized exemplars may be

hyperrectangles which represent more than one example of

the same class from the training database. After training, new

examples are classified by calculating a modified a Euclidean

distance metric from the example to all available exemplars.

The new example is classified as a member of the class of

the nearest exemplar. NNGE training and classification steps

are discussed briefly in this section. NNGE can be used with

nominal and continuous attributes. The attributes presented to

NNGE for the case study in this work were nominalized using

STEM.

Training the NNGE algorithm is an incremental process

which includes steps named classification, generalization, and

dynamic feedback. Each labeled example in the training data-

base is first classified by comparing the new example to all

known hyperrectangles and single examples. The classification

step in training uses the same methodology and distance

metric as standalone NNGE classification (described below).

Hyperrectangles are generalized rules which represent a class

and single examples are previous examples of a class which do

not fit into a hyperrectangle. The classification step involves

calculating the Euclidian distance from the new example to all

hyperrectangles and single examples. The classification step

returns the closest hyperrectangle or single example for the

new example. If the new example’s class matches the class

of the hyperrectangle or single example returned from classi-

fication, then the returned hyperrectangle or single example

is generalized to include the new example. Generalization

of hyperrectangles involves growing the hyperrectangle to

represent the new example. Generalization of a single example

forms a new hyperrectangle which generalizes both the old

single example and the new example. If the new example’s

class conflicts with the class of the hyperrectangle or sin-

gle example returned by the classification step, the returned

hyperrectangle must be adjusted by pruning out the conflicting

example. Finally, during training dynamic feedback is used

to adjust feature and exemplar weights used by the distance

function [8].

The training data set contains a set of m examples, i.e.

training instances
{

e1, e2, e3, . . . , em
}

. Each example e j is

characterized by nattributes, E1, …, En , and a class label. The

objective of the algorithm is to create a set of generalized

exemplars which is represented by a set of hyperrectangles
{

H 1, H 2, . . . , H k
}

. Each hyperrectangle has n sides where

each side is associated with an attribute index from training.

A hyperrectangle side represents all observed states at that

attribute index for that hyperrectangle.

Before STEM processing, the data used for this study was
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heterogeneous in nature with continuous numeric attributes

(electrical measurements) and discrete nominal values (log

data) which were converted to Boolean. STEM processing

converts the heterogeneous data into lists of nominal system

states associated with power system events. The number of

states per event varies. A list of n nominal states ideally

maps to an n-sided hyperrectangle where the state index is

the attribute index which maps to a hyperrectangle side.

When a hyperrectangle is formed or grown each new

attribute value for a given attribute index is combined with

previously observed attributes using the disjunctive (or) com-

binatorial operator. The hyperrectangle is converted to an

if/then statement using the conjunctive (and) and disjunctive

(or) combinatorial operators. All observed attributes for an

attribute index are combined with the disjunctive operator.

The terms from all attribute indices are combined with the

conjunctive operator. NNGE ignores missing attributes and

therefore missing attributes do not contribute to the calculated

distance [8]. This property is useful for cyber-power EIDS

because different scenarios of interest have different length

state lists. NNGE is also sensitive to the order of attributes

within an example. The order of system states for a given event

is very important for a cyber-power EIDS because a sequence

of the same states in a different order implies a different event.

During classification the observed example is compared to

all hyperrectangles and singles using the Euclidian distance

metric shown in equation 8. The observed example is as a

member of the class of the nearest exemplar. In the event of a

tie, the class with the most exemplars at the minimum distance

is chosen [8].

D
(

e j , H k
)

= WH

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

(

wi
d (Ei , Hi)

Emax
i − Emin

i

)2

(8)

Equation 8 is used to calculate the distance between exam-

ple e j and a hyperrectangle H k. Equation 9 specifies the

distance values used for nominal attributes. The variable i

in equation 8 is the attribute position. For equation 8, Emax
i

and Emin
i define the observed range of the i th attribute. For

nominal attributes the range is always 1. The weights wi and

WH are adjusted during the training process to maximize

classification fit [8]. STEM preprocessing causes all NNGE

features to be nominal.

dnom (Ei , Hi) =

{

0, Ei ⊂ Hi

1, Otherwi se

}

(9)

C. Implementation of Non-Nested Generalized Exemplar

(NNGE) algorithm for cyber-power events

An effective EIDS can be formed by preprocessing input

data with the STEM algorithm and then using the NNGE

algorithm for event classification. The following text describes

the application of STEM and NNGE to the cyber power EIDS

problem and describes how the resulting EIDS was evaluated.

Cyber-power system events are unpredictable and random.

As such training instances used with data mining algorithms

may or may not represent a concept strongly. Instance based

Fig. 1. NNGE Implementation for Cyber-Power Event Classification

learning is useful when available training data weakly repre-

sent or do not represent the concept to be learned. Alterna-

tively, rule induction methods are useful when the concepts to

be learned are strongly represented. Combining instance based

learning and rule induction methods for dynamic power system

events is a better solution. NNGE combines instance based

learning and rule induction. NNGE uses a hybrid version of a

rule based classifier which combines a distance function and

general exemplars which provide more comprehensive rules.

With appropriate preprocessing of data, the classification per-

formance of NNGE can be improved. NNGE performs poorly

if the input data is noisy [8]. Conflicting examples significantly

reduce classification performance. Using the STEM algorithm

to preprocess cyber power system events minimizes the state

space and number of rules generated by NNGE, and results

in high classification accuracy, small classification time, and

small model building time.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the NNGE+STEM based

EIDS. Raw heterogeneous data is collected and preprocessed

using STEM. STEM produces an ordered list of states for

each observed scenario. The lists of states are used as input to

NNGE. The list of states represents all state changes associated

with the event across its duration. Each list of states was

labeled with the scenario class.

An implementation of the NNGE algorithm is available in

the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA)

software platform. WEKA is open source software which

implements many state of the art machine learning algorithms

[26]. WEKA uses the Attribute-Relation File Format (ARFF)

for input data. All input data was processed to use this file

format. Within WEKA, the WEKA explorer, experimenter, and

command line input (CLI) modules were used for this study.

The computer used for this study had 32.0 GB of RAM, and

a 4 core Intel®Xeon®CPU E5-1620 @ 3.70 GHz processor.

IV. ALGORITHM EVALUATION AND RESULTS

A 3-bus 2-generator power system hardware in the loop

(HIL) test bed was used to capture data logs during power

system contingencies, control actions, and cyber-attacks. The

data logs were labeled by event type and used to conduct 2

NNGE+STEM EIDS experiments for multiclass and binary

class classification. A third experiment was conducted using

the larger IEEE 9-Bus system.

A real world power system is dynamic and consists of

thousands of buses, loads, transmission lines, and other com-

ponents. The power system operation goes through various

states and is a continuous process. The 3-bus 2-generator

system used in this work, shown in Figure 2, is modified
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from the IEEE 9-bus 3-generator system. In Figure 2, the two

transmission lines are labeled as L1 and L2. BR1 is the left

breaker on line L1, BR2 is the right breaker on line L1, BR3

is the left breaker on line L2, BR4 is the right breaker on line

L2. R1 is the left relay on line L1, R2 is the right relay on line

L1, R3 is the left relay on line L2, and R4 is the right relay on

line L2. The generators, transmission lines, breakers, busses,

and loads were simulated using a Real Time Digital Simulator

(RTDS). The relays, General Electric (GE) N60, D60, and

Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories SEL-421, PMU, PDC

(GE P30), computers, and software are commercial hardware

and software commonly used in power systems. Relays R1-

R4 include an embedded PMU. These devices connect to

the RTDS simulator in a hardware in the loop configuration.

Each relay provides relay logs related to observed events.

SNORT monitors network transactions at each relay location.

Furthermore, maintenance logs of transmission lines L1 and

L2 are obtained from line maintenance logs. The GE P30 PDC

streams synchrophasor measurements to a computer which

runs OpenPDC. An OpenPDC adapter is used to collect data

in CSV format.

Figure 3 shows the IEEE 9 Bus system used for experiment

3 of this work. The IEEE 9 Bus system adds additional

generation and loads as well as loops in the modeled circuit.

Both power systems used for evaluation of the

NNGE+STEM EIDS are relatively small. However, together

they capture the essence of larger power systems and are small

enough to be comprehensible in every detail. The test bed and

data sets exhibit behaviors of a real power systems, yet fit

into the resources available in a Real Time Digital Simulator

(RTDS) in terms of hardware and software limitations.

Because both systems are capable of varying generation

from multiple sources, varying load, simulating faults on

multiple transmission lines at locations with 1% increments,

simulating loss of a transmission lines due to control actions

or faults, and of multiple cyber-attacks, these power systems

are adequate for evaluation of the NNGE+STEM EIDS

concept. Additional information about the testbed used to

validate this work and justification for its use for power

system, cybersecurity, and data mining studies is found in

[32]. The testbed and power system models used to simulate

cyber-attacks and power system contingencies have been

used to evaluate multiple other EIDS using other classifiers

including JRip, Adaboost+JRip and NNGE (without STEM)

in [21] and the mining common paths classifier in [22][33].

In practice, multiple instances of the classifier proposed in

this work would be deployed to monitor sections of a real

power system. Additional discussion of scaling the algorithm

to monitor a real power system is provided in Section V of

this paper.

a) Evaluation Data: The dataset used to validate this

work includes 2 non-attack contingency scenarios, 4 types of

cyber-attacks, and a normal operation scenario.

Non-attack Contingency 1: Power System Faults. Power sys-

tem symmetric and unsymmetrical faults are used as examples

of disturbances for this work. A power system fault is a

condition where the system voltage, current, and frequency

are abnormal. In this work, phase-a-to-ground (1LG), phase-

Fig. 2. 3-Bus 2-Generator Power System

a-b-to-ground (2LG), phase a-b-c-to-ground faults (3LG), and

phase-a-to-b line to line (LL) faults were simulated using the

RTDS. Faults occur randomly on lines L1 and L2 and occur

at random locations on the line.

Non-attack Contingency 2: Line Maintenance. Power sys-

tem operators occasionally must take a transmission line out

of service to allow maintenance. This scenario sends remote

commands from a simulated control room to relays controlling

the breakers connected to the line. The remote commands trip

the relays which then open the associated breakers. The line

maintenance scenarios were limited to only transmission line

L1.

Cyber-attack 1: Trip Command Injection Attacks. Trip

command injection attacks create contingencies by remotely

sending unexpected relay trip commands from an attacker con-

trolled computer or networked intelligent device to protection

relays. Two trip command injection attacks were included in

this work; the Single Relay Trip Command Injection Attack

and the Double Relay Trip Command Injection Attack; which

send remote commands to trip 1 or both relays R1 and R2

respectively. The relay trip commands open the breakers at the

ends of transmission line L1. This attack stresses the system

by forcing L2 to carry more power flow which may cause

cascading failures in a power system. However, for this work,

cascading failures were not simulated. The trip command

injection attack instances were created under random load

conditions in the same range used for faults.

Cyber-attack 2: Fault Replay Attack. The fault replay attack

attempts to emulate a valid fault by altering system measure-

ments to mimic a 1LG fault followed by sending an illicit

trip command from a compromised computer to relays at

the ends of the transmission line. This attack may lead to

confusion and potentially cause an operator to take invalid

control actions. A Python script is used to initiate a Man-in-

the-middle attack between the hardware PDC and the historian.

The attack replays synchrophasor measurements from a valid

1LG fault then replays commands to trip the relays on the

affected line.

Cyber-attack 3: Relay Disabled Attacks. Microprocessor

relays are controlled via configurable settings. Certain set-

tings exist to disable relay operations. This class of attacks

alter relay settings to disable relay operation. The relays are

disabled by altering settings via a connected client application

designed for configuring the relay. During the relay disabled

attacks additional behaviors occur, including 1LG, 2LG, 3LG,

and LL faults and remotely tripping relays for line mainte-

nance. During all relay disabled attacks, the relays do not trip
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TABLE I

SCENARIO LABELS AND FREQUENCY IN DATASET

despite stimulus which should cause a trip. The relay disabled

attacks occur randomly against relays protecting lines L1 and

L2.

Cyber-attack 4: Aurora Attack. The Aurora vulnerability

refers to potential harm caused to a generator by intentionally

opening and closing a breaker near to cause a generator to

connect and disconnect from the grid in rapid succession [25].

In this work, an aurora attack was simulated by rapidly sending

opening and closing commands to relays. The Aurora attack

scenarios were limited to only to relay R1.

Normal Operation: The normal class is intended to contain

all behaviors not described in the previous classes. Normal

behavior includes steady state operation and random load

changes.

The cyber-attacks simulated for this work attempt to cause

a loss power delivered to customers, damage power system

components, or mimic non-attack contingencies. The simu-

lated cyber-attacks do not cause an actual power system fault.

If a cyber-attack did cause an actual power system fault

it would be classified by the NNGE+STEM method as a

power system fault which is the correct behavior to enable

appropriate corrective action. The cyber-attacks simulated for

this work have been used to evaluate multiple other EIDS

using other classifiers including JRip, Adaboost+JRip and

NNGE (without STEM) in [21] and the mining common paths

classifier in [22][33].

Table 1 shows the frequency of the various non-attack and

attack scenarios in the dataset used to evaluate the classifier

presented in this work.

The data collected from the test bed consist of the syn-

chrophasor measurements, relay logs, line maintenance logs,

and SNORT logs collected during simulation of all of scenar-

ios. The synchrophasor measurements are stored in comma

separated value (CSV) file format. A separate CSV file was

stored for each simulated instance of each scenario. The

CSV files are tabular with rows and columns. Each row in

a file represents a single time synchronized measurement and

each column containts a different measured value or label or

timestamp. A single row is a tuple with 52 synchrophasor mea-

surements. Each PMU provides 13 measurements including

voltage and current phasor magnitude (Va, Vb, Vc and Ia, Ib,

Ic), zero, positive and negative sequence voltage and current

phasor magnitude (V0, V1, V2 and I0, I1, I2) and apparent

line impedance (Z). A single raw CSV file has approximately

2,000 tuples for an instance of a single scenario. The relay logs

contain a timestamp and corresponding event information (trip

or not trip). The line maintenance log includes a time stamp

and corresponding information associated with a scheduled

line maintenance event. The SNORT log contains timestamps

and SNORT alert information. One type of SNORT rule is

used for this study. The SNORT rules detect packets sent to

the relay which cause the relay to open the connected circuit

breaker. For SEL relays this command occurs in a TELNET

session. In this case, SNORT alerts when detecting a specific

sequence of bytes which are a signature unqiue to remote

relay operation. For the GE relays in the testbed, SNORT

alerts for a specific Modbus/TCP packet sent to the relay. A

separate utility was added to parse the SNORT log to for alerts.

SNORT, by itself, cannot distinguish between legitimate and

illegitimate remote trip commands since they appear on the

same on the network and may originate from the same host.

The control panel computer simulates an Energy Management

System (EMS). The EMS simulation was used to schedule

relay operations. The line maintenance log provides indication

and time stampe of the line maintenance events. For this work,

it is assumed that an attacker has successfully penetrated the

utility’s operational network and can launch cyber-attacks from

a node on the operational network.

After merging, each input feature was quantized into finite

ranges. Domain expertise is required to determine appropriate

quantization levels. For this work, voltage quantization was

based on general planning guidelines. Voltage was grouped

into 3 categories; low, normal, and high with the following

respective ranges, (0-0.95 per unit [PU]), [0.95-1.05 PU),

[1.05-∞ PU). Since Voltage PU is used, this feature does not

depend upon a specific voltage level. Current quantization was

grouped into 4 categories; low, normal, warning, and high. The

current categories had the following ranges (0-100 Amperes

[A]), [100-700 A), [700-1200), [1200- ∞) respectively. The

high category starts at the overcurrent limit for the specific

transmission line. The categories are generalized as (0- Lower

Threshold (LT)) as low, [LT- 2 × Maximum load current

(MLC)) as normal, [2 ×MLC-Prefault current) as warning,

and [Prefault current - ∞] as high. The current ranges should

be chosen based on system knowledge and will vary for

different busses in the power system. Frequency quantization

was based on the first load shedding thresholds for the Eastern

Interconnect [31]. Frequency was quantized into low, normal,

and high categories with respective quantization ranges of (0-

59.8 Hz), [59.8-60.2 Hz), [60.2- ∞). Impedance was quantized

according to the distance protection scheme with Zone 1, Zone

2, and Normal categories. The impedance quantization ranges

were (0-0.80 PU), [0.80-1.5), [1.5-∞] respectively. Apparent

impedance is categorized based on the zone reach which is

percentage of the line impedance. The apparent impedance

depends on the voltage level and current seen by the relay.

Actual impedance quantization ranges for each bus will vary

throughout the system. This study is limited to 2 distance

protection zones. Distance protection schemes may have 5
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TABLE II

CONFUSION MATRIX FOR MULTICLASS CLASSIFICATION

more zones in practice. Additional zones can be considered by

the algorithm. Finally, the relay, line maintenance, and SNORT

logs have binary states. A relay is tripped or not tripped. The

line maintenance log indicates the operator intends the circuit

breaker to be open or closed, and SNORT indicates a remote

trip command has been detected or not detected. Each of the

logs were mapped to TRUE and FALSE states.

b) Experiment 1: NNGE for Multiclass Classification:

Experiment 1 was conducted to evaluate the NNGE algo-

rithm’s performance for cyber-power event multiclass classifi-

cation.

The NNGE model was constructed using the data described

above. NNGE training created 136 exemplars, 113 hyperrec-

tangles, and 23 singles. The low number of singles is generally

indicative of successful training. The NNGE model was built

in 348.27 seconds.

The True Positive (TP) rate, Precision, F-measure, False

Positive (FP) rate are plotted in Figures 3-6 respectively.

Figures 3-6 show statistics by class. Ten-fold cross validation

was used for the evaluation and the results in all plots

reflect accumulated results across all folds. The classification

accuracy from all classes combined was 94.0% with Kappa

Statistic [27] of 0.94. The algorithm performed well for all

statistics. For TP rate, F-measure, and precision, 1 is the

maximum possible value and the experimental results are

all close to 1 which signifies strong algorithm performance.

The FP rate was consistently under 0.5%. Table 2 is a

confusion matrix from the multiclass classification experiment.

A confusion matrix is a table which represents the results of

classification. The row labels of the confusion matrix indicate

the actual class, the column labels indicate the predicted class,

and the values in the matrix represent the total number of

predictions for each class. Ideally, a confusion matrix should

only have counts greater than zero along the diagonal which

would indicate perfect prediction by the classifier. For the

confusion matrix shown in Table 2, similar sub-classes were

merged into larger super classes to save space. Analysis of

the complete confusion matrix, with all class labels preserved,

was conducted. Examination of misclassifications noted in the

confusion matrices provides explanation for peaks and valleys

Fig. 3. IEEE 9 Bus system with PMU location

Fig. 4. TP rate [%] for scenarios in multiclass classification

in the TP rate, Precision, F-Measure, and FP rate curves.

The worst performance from the confusion matrix in Table

2 was for the line maintenance category. Multiple instances of

the relay command injection attacks (Q19-20), were misclas-

sified as line maintenance events (Q13-14), a legitimate event

in which an operator remotely operates relays to allow for

line maintenance. This misclassification is a false positive. A

sensor was placed at the operator’s computer to log the oper-

ator’s intent to remotely operate relays. A second sensor was

placed at the relay to detect network packets with commands

to operate the relay. The intent of this sensor arrangement

was to provide a different signature for these two scenarios.

Across both datasets, scenario Q19 was correctly classified for

92% of instances. Future work is needed to improve classifier

accuracy between these scenarios.

The fault replay attack scenarios (Q7-Q12) were often

misclassified as each other. The only difference between the

scenarios is the distance from the primary relay. The single

line to faults were grouped by increasing distance. Pan et

al. conducted a similar study with the same datasets [22].

Pan notes that misclassifications between similar 1LG fault

categories occurs due to minor variations in relay operation

time, breaker opening time, and measurement dynamics. These

misclassifications are not critical as the main objective of

the EIDS is to distinguish valid fault events from cyber-

attacks which may mimic such an event. Other technologies

are available to power system operators to determine the fault
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Fig. 5. Precision [%] for scenarios in multiclass classification

Fig. 6. F-Measure [%] for scenarios in multiclass classification

Fig. 7. FP Rate [%] for scenarios in multiclass classification

distance.

The NNGE classifier confused the various relay disabled

during fault attacks, (Q21-Q30) and (Q35-38). These scenarios

were also group by the fault distance and also often are

confused within these groups. Confusion with the groups of

the same cyber-attack is acceptable.

Cases of the 1 relay disabled during fault attack (Q21-30)

were misclassified as actual faults. Because only 1 relay was

disabled, the relay at the other end of the transmission line

operates. When the relay at the line end operates it removes the

path to the load and the current drops to 0 amperes. The PMU

measurements are similar for both scenarios because both have

similar outcomes which causes the misclassifications.

The classification of scenario Q39, an attack with 2 relays

disabled during a line maintenance event was commonly

confused with scenario Q13, a legitimate line maintenance

event. Examination of the lists of states output from STEM

for both scenarios revealed that in most cases the first 5

states for both scenarios were the same. NNGE classification

ignores extra states when calculating the distance between

an instance and a hyperrectangle or single example. Scenario

Q13 is a simple event and only typically required 5 states.

When NNGE calculates the distance between a new example

of Q39, which is longer than Q13, it ignores the extra states

after the first 5 which match and calculates 0 distance between

these scenarios. Two scenarios which are obviously different

because of their length are confused because the first N states

match. Future work is required to compensate for this issue.

One possible method to improve classification performance it

to add another sensor which forces a difference between the

scenarios. Finding such a new sensor will require close study

of both scenarios. Another possible fix is to append the number

of states in the state list to the beginning of the tuple sent to

NNGE for classification.

The average classification time per instance was obtained

for all rounds of validation. The average testing time was 0.2

milliseconds which is significantly faster than the current syn-

chrophasor reporting time (8.33 milliseconds for 120 samples

per second sample rate). Hence NNGE classification can be

used in real time applications.

The total size of the input data set before NNGE+STEM

processing was 11.64 Giga Bytes (GB). After STEM pre-

processing the data size is reduced to 2921 kilobytes when

stored as a list of nominal states. Before STEM processing,

WEKA Explorer runs out of memory when attempting to train

a NNGE model with the unprocessed dataset. After STEM

processing WEKA was able to successfully train.

c) Experiment 2: NNGE for Binary Class Classification:

For experiment 2, the data was relabeled into two classes;

normal and attack. All contingency classes and the normal

class were labeled as normal. All cyber-attack classes were

labeled attack.

The algorithm performed well for binary class classification.

The overall accuracy improved as compared to multiclass

classification. The overall accuracy was 98%. The Kappa

statistic was 0.9. NNGE created less rules during training

as compared to the multiclass case. Training resulted in 79

rules; 51 hyperrectangles and 28 singles. The NNGE model

was built in 69.72 seconds. The reduction in the number of

rules when compared to multiclass classification signifies the

algorithm was able to generalize rules more effectively for

binary classification. In addition, the model build time was

significantly reduced for the binary case when compared to

the multiclass case.

Table 3 shows a confusion matrix for binary class clas-

sification. Analysis of the misclassifications between binary

classes is difficult due to the large number of scenarios grouped

together. However, from the multiclass analysis we know there

were a significant number of cases of attacks classified as non-
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TABLE III

CONFUSION MATRIX FOR BINARY CLASSIFICATION

TABLE IV

TRUE POSITIVE RATE, FALSE POSITIVE RATE, PRECISION, AND RECALL

FOR EXPERIMENT 2

attacks and vice versa. The same reasons for misclassification

are likely in the binary classification case.

Tables 4 shows TP rate, FP rate, precision, and F-measure.

TP rate, precision, and F-measure values are all close to 1

which signifies strong performance by NNGE.

The average classification time per instance was 0.2 mil-

liseconds. The classification time per instance is well below

the synchrophasor data rate which means binary classification

can be performed in real time. The classification time is similar

to the same metric for multiclass classification.

d) Experiment 3: NNGE for Multi Class Classification

on the IEEE 9 Bus System: This experiment was carried

out to demonstrate the ability of the EIDS to distinguish

between events within its monitoring zone and events outside

its monitoring zone. This experiment also demonstrates the

ability of proposed approach to scale to larger systems. In this

case, the EIDS monitors for events on line L1 and line L2.

The NNGE+STEM EIDS is designed to use heterogeneous

data including both electrical signals, log data, and network

monitoring data. For Experiment 3, all input data provided to

the EIDS was limited to sources inside the monitoring zone.

A short description of each scenario is given below.

Normal: The IEEE 9 bus system is as shown in Figure 3.

The “Normal” dataset includes instances of load variation and

faults outside the EIDS monitoring zone. Load variations were

performed at bus B8 and 1LG, 2LG, 3LG, and LL faults were

performed on lines L3, L4, and L5. These faults were applied

at random locations between 20% and 80% of the line length.

Additionally, command injection cyber-attacks were simulated

against relays controlling the breakers on lines L3, L4, L5,

and L6. Relays were operated remotely in random order with

minor load variation. Command injection attacks outside the

monitoring zone were also labeled normal.

In addition to scenarios simulated outside the monitoring

zone and labeled normal, multiple scenarios were simulated

inside the monitoring zone. 1LG, 2LG, 3LG, and LL faults

were executed on line L1 and L2. Faults were applied between

20% to 80% of line length. Simulated faults were labeled by

type, 1LG, 2LG, 3LG, and LL. Command injection attacks

were simulated against relays controlling breakers, B1, B2, B3,

TABLE V

CONFUSION MATRIX FOR EXPERIMENT 3

and B4, inside the monitoring zone. These command injection

attacks were labeled Attack.

The confusion matrix for experiment 3 is shown Table 5.

The classification accuracy and Kappa static for this experi-

ment was 99.54% and 99.4% respectively. The classification

accuracy and other performance indices show that the algo-

rithm performed very well in this case. The EIDS was highly

selective for the fault events. The EIDS was able to maintain

a high level of accuracy for command injection attacks within

the zone. NNGE+STEM created only six hyperrectangles as

rules for Experiment 3 which is significantly smaller than

Experiment 1. This reflects the smaller number of simulated

scenarios and the smaller number of instances of each scenario

in the dataset.

e) Comparison of NNGE with Other Classifiers: Event

classification and intrusion detection for power systems is

an emerging field of research. Datasets from the test bed

described in this work have been used to evaluate other

machine learning algorithms, including common path mining

[22] and other common machine learners [21], for suitability

in classifying power system and cyber-attack events. Due to

the evolution of the power system events, cyber-attacks, and

datasets none of the works were evaluated with the exact same

datasets. The common path mining algorithm preprocessed

data using the STEM algorithm and then applied frequent item

set mining. The work in [21] selected a 1% random sample

to preprocess the dataset before training and classification.

A comparison of all methods is presented in Table 6.

JRip, Adaboost+JRip, NNGE with out (w/o) STEM, and

NNGE+STEM have 41 classes in their largest multiclass case.

Common path mining has only 7 classes for its largest multi

class case. This is because common path mining grouped

common classes to improve classification accuracy.

Binary classification accuracy was similar for the com-

mon path mining algorithm and NNGE+STEM, though

NNGE+STEM had more classes. The top performers from

[21] were JRipper and Adaboost+JRip. The binary classifica-

tion performed better than multiclass classification for JRipper,

and Adaboost+JRip. Adaboost+JRip performed very well and

is comparable to common path mining and NNGE+STEM.

NNGE+STEM had the best performance for binary and

broader multiclass classification as indicated by the perfor-

mance metrics in Table 6.

The evaluation presented in [21] included an evaluation of

NNGE with a 1% random sample of raw data. STEM was not
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TABLE VI

COMPARISON OF NNGE WITH STEM TO OTHER ALGORITHMS

used to preprocess data with this algorithm. NNGE+STEM

significantly outperforms NNGE without STEM for all met-

rics.

The results in Table 6 for the NNGE+STEM case are

different than those presented for experiment 1 and 2 from

section IV of this paper. The experiment 1 dataset had 5 more

classes than the dataset used for the comparison shown in

Table 6.

A. Discussion

This section provides discussion on factors affecting clas-

sification, potential data sources, the need for labeled train-

ing data, the effect of data loss and delay on classification

accuracy, modeling cyber-attacks for training, circuit topology

considerations, and the scalability of the algorithm.

1) Factors impacting classification: Classification results

using data mining algorithms depend on many factors includ-

ing data processing, data labeling, and algorithm selection.

Results are highly influenced by the selection of attributes.

For the work presented in this paper, the STEM algorithm

was used to reduce data size. The reduced data size minimizes

memory required to train and test instances while preserving

key events and patterns in the dataset. STEM depends upon

three parameters: the number and types of attributes used,

attribute quantization interval, and the time window for state

extraction. Three experiments were performed to select appro-

priate attributes, quantization intervals, and the time window.

Experiment results were analyzed by comparing classification

accuracy, kappa statistic, and the number of rules generated

by varying the chosen attributes, quantization interval, and the

time window.

First, multiple experiments were conducted to enable

attribute selection. NNGE+STEM was used to train and test

with data from Experiment 1 with and without individual

attributes. Several conclusions were made during attribute

selection. First, relay, control center, and SNORT log infor-

mation is critical for identifying cyber-attacks. Second, the

combination of voltage, current, impedance, frequency, and

logs (VIZF and logs) gives maximum accuracy and kappa

statistic. Also, the combination of VIZF and logs led to a

much smaller number of rules generated from NNGE training.

Finally, measurement of the number of states did not provide

useful information for attribute selection.

A second experiment was conducted to examine the impact

of varying the number and size of quantization intervals used

by STEM on classification performance. The STEM quanti-

zation interval should be adjusted for each selected numerical

attribute. Quantization intervals may be selected using domain

expertise or through quantitative study. The selection of quan-

tization intervals for larger systems with many scenarios can be

challenging. Careful study of each scenario to learn how sensor

measurements change across scenarios is needed to choose

effective quantization intervals. Each sensor’s measurements

should be carefully quantized so that the quantization interval

captures the necessary patterns without introducing extra state

changes which do not provide increased information related

to the scenario. In general, smaller quantization ranges lead

to more states and more states lead to lower accuracy due

to over fitting. Also larger quantization ranges lead to less

rules from NNGE and imply faster classification and smaller

memory usage.

Time window variation had very little effect on classification

performance of the NNGE+STEM EIDS. A time window

of 0.5 seconds for all the above experiments was found to

perform best compared to other time windows. Additional

details of these experiments are available in [25].

2) Data sources: The NNGE+STEM EIDS presented in

this paper leverages PMU measurements and other het-

erogeneous information to create the EIDS. However, the

NNGE+STEM EIDS is not limited only to PMU based mea-

surements. State estimation output or data from fault recorders

can used for inputs to the NNGE+STEM EIDS.

3) Labeled Training Data: NNGE+STEM is a form of

supervised learning and labels are needed to train the NNGE

model. Labels are required only during the training. Labeled

training data can be generated through simulation or using real

data from systems. However, simulation data is a more likely

source of training data. Simulation is an accepted technology

commonly used to aid power system operation. Two examples

of large scale simulation of the scale needed to train an EIDS

are contingency analysis and short circuit simulation used to

derive relay settings. Once the NNGE model is trained it can

be put in a service as an EIDS. Labels are not required when

functioning as an EIDS. Model revision is required if a need

to classify new scenarios arrives. In this case, new reference

data from the new scenarios will be required before retraining

the NNGE model.

4) Effect of Data Loss and Delay on EIDS Classifica-

tion Accuracy: Data availability and integrity are critical in

any data driven application development. Heterogeneous data

with synchrophasor measurements experience errors due to

communication errors, improperly installed and configured

equipment, unvalidated measurements, inadequate problem

monitoring, and inadequate maintenance proceures [30]. A

data conditioning and validation algorithm, such as presented

in [30], can be applied before STEM preprocessing. Data

conditioning and preprocessing validates data and applies data

quality flags (such as good, suspect, or discarded). Discarded

data is substituted with a 0 or not-a-number (NaN) symbol.

Data quality flags can be included as input features provided

to the STEM and NNGE. Data conditioning and validation

will increase the overall time to classify events.

The NNGE+STEM EIDS classifies temporal sequences

of system states by measuring the Euclidian distance from
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TABLE VII

EXAMPLE ELEMENT SHIFT FROM DATA LOSS OR DELAY

hyperrectangles produced in training. Hyperrectangles repre-

sent all examples present in training data for a given class.

Fundamentally, data may be delayed or missing. Missing data

may be replaced with an interpolated value, zero, or NaN.

Unless delayed and missing data cases were present in training

data, delayed and missing date replaced with zero or NaN will

lead lead to states unseen in training. After communication

recovers the remainder of the tuple should continue with a

usual pattern for the class of event which has occurred. As

such, data loss and delay should lead to tuples which include

a normal pattern with extra previously unseen states inserted in

the tuple. Table 7 provide an example of inserted states from

data loss or delay. The top row in Table 7 has an expected

pattern. Due to data loss or delay the second row shows the

same patter with an extra state S99 inserted in position E2.

The addition state S99 shifts states S2and S3 to positions E3

and E4 from E2 and E3 respectively. These inserted states will

increase the Euclidian distance (Equation 8) from the correct

class and lead to misclassification. NNGE was designed to

classify instances of tuples where each position in the tuple

is occupied by measurements from a specific sensor. In this

work, the tuple contains a time series of system states. The

unexpected states inserted into a tuple from data loss or delay

shift the remainder of the expected states for a tuple into later

positions in the tuple, assuming the communication system

recovers in time to observe the remaining state changes related

to the event. Currently, the NNGE distance function is not

designed to compensate for this element shift. However, it is

feasible that the distance function can be updated to account

for such shift.

The experimental data used to evaluate NNGE+STEM, for

this work, did not include data loss or delay scenarios. Future

work is needed to evaluate NNGE classifier enhancements to

compensate for the element shift caused by inserted states

resulting from data loss or delay.

5) Modeling Cyber-attacks for Training: Kill chains are a

method to create a taxonomy of cyber-attacks organized by the

steps required to conduct a successful attack. Hahn et al [29]

adapt the kill chain concept to cyber-physical systems using

the following attack stages; reconnaissance; weaponization;

delivery; installation; cyber execution, and physical objective.

The attacks modeled to evaluate the NNGE+STEM EIDS

reside at the cyber execution and result in physical objective

achievement. Fundamentally, all attacks modeled for this work

are network injection, alteration, and replay attacks.

The simulated attacks relate to specific risks against the

power system such as remotely operating a relay, altering PMU

data during network transmission, disabling a relay. While the

number of weaponization, delivery, and installation vectors

may grow very large, the number of actionable exploitation

vectors against cyber physical system actuators is relatively

small. As new risks are identified sensors must be added which

detect physical or cyber artifacts related to exploitation of

those risks. Adding sensors to detect new attacks will require

development of new training data and retraining of the NNGE

model.

6) Circuit Topology: One technique used to detect network

vulnerabilities and weakness is topology analysis and monitor-

ing [34]. Different mathematical techniques exist for topology

analysis. Topology analysis takes interconnection of power

system components into consideration. The most common way

of monitoring network topology is by using circuit breaker

(CB) status. Different events cause CB status change that cause

the topology changes. Analysis of the underlying causes of

these topology change can provide key network vulnerabilities

and other information. Even though, a direct topology analysis

is not considered in this work, topology information has

played an important role. Inclusion of CB status provided from

relay logs as well as the cause of CB operation provided by

relay logs, line maintenance logs, and SNORT yields superior

classification performance from the NNGE+STEM EIDS.

A measurement based approach is adopted in this work.

Topological information is reflected directly and indirectly

through the status of relays, line maintenance logs, SNORT

logs, and measurements obtained from PMUs. This approach

leverages the causal relationship between two events, which

results in a specific sequences of system states. The mea-

surements obtained from PMUs are a direct reflection of

physical laws. For example, when an event occurs, control

and protection elements operate to cause changes in topology.

After an event there is a redistribution and change in electrical

quantities such as power flow, current flow, voltage, phase

angle, and frequency. PMUs accurately capture changes in

topology through measurements before and after the event.

The change in measurements due to change in topology will

cause change in the observed sequence of system states. The

change in sequence of states changes the NNGE rules in

training. Many scenarios in this study involve topology change.

7) Scalability: Future work is required to develop a suitable

approach for scalability of the NNGE+STEM EIDS. Work is

needed to define the logical boundary for the EIDS monitoring

zone. This boundary may follow existing boundaries in the

power system such as adhering to monitoring all or part of

a relay’s distance protection zones or may be independent of

existing partitions. In this work, experiments 1 and 2 showed

that a monitoring zone can be larger than a single bus. In both

experiments 1 and 2 the monitoring zone included 4 buses.

Experiment 3 showed that the NNGE+STEM EIDS can ignore

events from outside the monitoring zone.

The STEM algorithm is scalable linearly as it only requires

the addition of new measurements. An ideal case of EIDS

implementation may be to monitor each substation with one

EIDS. However, if cost becomes an issue, the EIDS may be

used only for critical substations. The criticality of a substation

can be defined with an index based on the size of substation,

the type of load served, and the impact on critical services, or

other factors. Future research on identifying critical substations
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is needed.

The NNGE+STEM EIDS can also be scaled to handle

larger sections of the grid with a single classifier and mul-

tiple instances of the EIDS can be used to monitor separate

subsystems in a grid. For example, using a separate EIDS to

monitor each balancing authority (BA) is a possible way to

scale the proposed approach. Each balancing authority in the

Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) operates

within its boundaries and does not have the ability to see

all events within the entire WECC system. As such, single

or multiple EIDS can be implemented within each BA and

if necessary, each BA can report to a higher authority, for

example to the reliability coordinator (RC), to provide wide

area view for the entire WECC. The RC can provide situational

awareness to each BA on a case by case basis. At the time of

this writing, WECC contained approximately 600 PMU and

38 BA. Limiting the scope of the EIDS to one BA or to part of

a BA limits the number of major substations for each EIDS.

One important aspect of a monitoring system is to minimize

confusion. As such, it is not necessary to report each event that

occurs. The EIDS can be trained to classify only critical events

for each control area. Each distributed EIDS will classify local

events. Higher authorities can collect EIDS results from mul-

tiple EIDS to note events that propagate across control areas,

such as uncontrolled separation or cascading failures. When

EIDS are used in distributed fashion, the number of events

which must be classified significantly decreases and EIDS

development and maintenance becomes manageable. A similar

approach can be implemented for the Eastern Interconnection

(EI) and other electric grids. The EI has multiple BA and

distributed EIDS can scale to cover the entire interconnection.

The number of rules for a trained NNGE model directly

impacts EIDS memory usage and classification speed. The

number of rules depends upon the number of attributes used,

quantization intervals, and scenarios. The number of rules

increases when less attributes are provided to NNGE training.

The number of rules also increases when smaller quantization

intervals are used in STEM preprocessing. Finally, the number

of rules needed for multiclass classification is higher than the

binary case. Larger systems will have more rules which will

lead to larger memory usage and slow classification. However,

modern computers can easily handle thousands and perhaps

millions of rules.

NNGE training is performed in a loop where each training

scenario is examined to update the trained model. Memory

usage, MemT raining , and training time, TimeT raining , both

linearly increase based upon the number of scenarios (S) in the

training database and are also a function the number of features

(F) monitored per bus, the number of busses (B) observed, and

the final number of rules generated from training. Assuming

there are m balancing authorities and n EIDS instances in each

balancing authority, the total resources required for training is

shown by equations 10 and 11.

Total_Memory_UsageT raining = m × n × MemT raining (10)

Total_Training_TimeT raining = m × n × TimeT raining (11)

NNGE stores a model for each classifier. The memory

usage, MemClassi f ier , of a trained NNGE model grow linearly

with the number of rules (N) generated by NNGE. Dur-

ing classification, NNGE calculates the distance function for

each rule. Therefore classification time, TimeClassi f icat ion , also

grows linearly with the number of rules (N). For m balancing

authorities and n EIDS instances total memory usage during

classification is shown by equation 12.

Total_Memory_UsageClassi f ier = m × n × MemClassi f ier

(12)

When there are multiple classifiers for multiple balancing

authorities, classification will be performed in parallel by

each instance of the classifier, therefore the total classification

time does not increase as the number of classifier instances

increases.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented an evaluation of the NNGE data min-

ing algorithm with STEM preprocessing for effectiveness as an

EIDS for cyber-power event classification. NNGE+STEM is

suitable for classifying cyber-attacks and power system events

due to its ability to combine instance based learning and

rule induction methods which provides excellent classification

accuracy. Additionally, the ability of NNGE to generalize rules

minimizes memory usage and provides fast classification. The

ability of NNGE to handle sequential data makes it suitable

for datasets in which each scenario is represented as a set of

states in temporal order.

The experiments presented demonstrate that NNGE+STEM

enables an excellent EIDS that can handle large volume and

velocity WAMS heterogeneous data. The EIDS achieved 94%

and 98% classification accuracy for multiclass and binary

class classification respectively with greater than 90% kappa

statistic for both cases. Furthermore, classification times were

well below the current synchrophasor data reporting rate

enabling real time classification. These results demonstrate

that traditional batch processing data mining techniques can

be applied if a proper data processing method is used to

reduce the data size while maintaining patterns in the datasets.

NNGE+STEM performed very well as compared to existing

results from literature.

The application of machine learning and data mining meth-

ods is common in other domains, however their use is an

emerging topic in the power system domain especially for

event and intrusion detection systems. Various mathematical

approaches can be used in EIDS but data driven methods

will be important as the availaibity of data is increasing

rapidly. Research is needed to identify machine learing and

data mining algorithms suitable for use with EIDS and to

identify additional applications of such algorithms pertaining

to smart grid. Additionally, benchmarking and validation of

various machine learning and data mining methods is required

before these approaches can be used in the control room

environment.
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